
STATE OF WISCOWIP; 

BEFORE TliE WISCONSIN EXPLOYNENT RSLATIOXS COPXISSION 

--------------------- 
: 

iGZJXICIP~AL Tl?UCX DRIVERS CZION, : 
LOCAL JO. 242, : 

: 
Complainant, : 

: 
vs. : 

. . 
CITY OF MILYAUKEE, : 

. . 
Respondent. : 

: 
--------------------- 

Case CXLI 
NO. 17938 iiP-359 
Decision No. 13093 

Padden, Graf & Bratt, Attorneys at Law, by Pg. George 
F. Graf, appearing on behalf of Complainant. 

Mr. J&es Brennan, City Attorney, by W. ?:icholas M. Sigel, 
Principal Assistant Attorney, appeazng on behalF of 
Respondent. . 

FINDINGS OF FACT. CONCLUSIONS OF LA\'7 AND ORDER 

A complaint having been filed with the Piisconsin Employment 
Relations Commission in which the above-named Complainant alleged that 
the above-named Respondent committed prohibited practices within the 
meaning of Section 111.70 of the Municipal Employment Relations Act 
(XEFA) ; and hearing in the matter having been held at Milwaukee, Wis- 
consin on June 26 and July 2, 1974, Commissioner Zel S. Rice II being 
present: and the Commission having considered the evidence, arguments 
and briefs of counsel, and being fully advised in the premises, makes 
and issues the following Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

1. That Xuniciqal Truck Drivers Union, Local No. 242, referred 
to herein as the Complainant, is a labor organization with its principal 
office located at 6200 Vest Bluemound Road, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

2. That City of Milwaukee is a municipal employer with its principal 
office at City Hall, Ydlwaukee, Wisconsin; and that all persons identified 
herein as supervisory personnel in Respondent's Bureaus of ibiunicipal 
Equipment and Sanitation were, at all times material herein, agents of the 
Respondent, acting within their authority as such. 

3. That Complainant is the certified representative of certain 
employes of Respondent's Department of Public Works, Bureau of i'r!unicipal 
Equipment, referred to herein as the BYiiE; that Complainant and Respondent 
have been, at all times material hereto, parties to a collective bar- 
gaining agreement, referred to herein as the Agreement; and that the 
Agreement contains, inter alia, a provision for a multi-step grievance 
procedure culminatinqfm and binding arbitration of ". . . matters 
involving interpretation, application or enforcement of the terms of 
. . * ti the Agreement and a provision which reads as follows: 

“A. DISCRIKWATION 

The City and Union agree not to discriminate against an 
employe because of legitimate union activities." 
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Commission 
That the Complainant filed the instant complaint with the 

on May 17, 1974; and that as of the close of the hearing 
herein on July 2, 1974, there had been filed and was pending no 
grievance contending that the facts alleged in the instant complaint 
constitute a violation of the Agreement. 

5. That as of the time of the filing of the instant complaint, 
there was pending a petition filed with the Commission on Kay 10, 1974, 
Filwaukee District Council 48, U?SCYZ, AFL-CIO, requesting that the 
Commission direct a representation election among the employes in 
Respondent's I?!G presently represented by Complainant; that the instant 
complaint contains factual allegations wiiich, if proven, could constitute 
a basis for objection to any election which might be directed pursuant to 
the aforementioned election petition: and that, therefore, the pendency 
of the instant complaint proceeding blocks and precludes further pro- 
cessing of said petition, and said petition has been held in abeyance 
b:~ the Commission pending the disposition of the instant complaint. 

6. That Zobert Ku&enreuther has been in the employ of Respondent 
for some 27 years, presently holding the position of squipment Operator 
in the 5!Z; that from tix to timer during the course of said employment, 
Xuchenreuther has held offices in the labor organizations representing 
truck driver en3loyes of Xespondent which offices have included the 
presidency of &e predecessor to Complainant, Local 33 of District 
Council 48, GFSIXX, LLrL-CIO: an informal leadership role in the drive 
for change of representative from Local 33 to Complainant; the recording- 
secretaryship of Com3lainant from and after its 'inception in 1968; and 
the presidenci? of Co&.ulainant since January 1, 197'2;-and that in his 
capacity as & executive board member in Complainant, Xuchenreuther has 
engaged extensively in grievance initiation and administration, contract 
negotiation and other concerted activities on behalf of the Complainant. 

7. That during at least the period Kay 17, 1973 - July 2, 1974, 
jpz Assistant Su2erintendent John 
Ruchenreuther ga&age truck 

Zright has purposefully not assigned 
driving duties in one or more of Zespondent's 

nine Eureau of Sanitation areas; and tiat from and after approximately 
?<ay 2, 1974, said V'right has purposefully not assigned to Kuchenreuther 
any garbage truck driving d-uties. 

8. That because of said nonassignnent of garbage truck drivirq 
duties to him, Xuchenreuther has s;offered the loss of certain overtime 
work opportunities and overtime work and compensation he would have 
received if he would have been assigned such duties. 

9. That Kright's decision to reduce, and later eliminate, garbage 
truck driving assignments to Xuchenreuther v:as based upon reports and 
recommendations of Joseph Zlberti, Assistant Superintendent in the Ze- 
spondent's Bureau of Sanitation, which Bureau utilizes trucks and drivers 
supplied by iZ:E; that Xberti, in turn, acted on the basis of the reports 
and recommendations of certain of his field supervisors, including Frank 
Parker, Valter Schumann, John Tisher, Ral7 I;osxider and Icnatius Balistreri, 
that Xuchenreuther was, inter alia: u?coo?erative, unv?iliing to ecce?t 
corrective instructions, belli=nt toy:rard supervision an& the source 
of comFlaints from collection crews viith whom he v?orked. 

10. That sometime in >pril, 1974, Fright advised the then Secretaq- 
Treasurer of Complainant, James ::orris, that i:uch,enreuther would probably 
be discharged if he filed a. prohibited practice complaint again.st Xespon- 
uent. 

11. That in early Iiay, 1974, lliorris asked one Schleifer, a,Zureau 
of SanS.tation field supervisor, VThether he was having problems with 
Zuchenrzuther, ITho V~S then driving in Schleifer's area: that Schleifer 
told %rris that he was not; but that, then, on or about Eay 12, 
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Schleifer told Iiorris that Xuchenreuther would not, thereafter, be 
assigned to Schleifer's area and that Guchenreuther "vzould have less 
;;roblens if he'd get out of the union business.': 

12. 
in the 

That on Januar; 3, 1973, Xuchenreuther and other leaders :qere 
Frocess of inspecting picket lines to determine :i;hether all 

members of Complainant :iere honoring 
support of other emTlo>-es of 

same during a sflFath:r strike in 
Resoonient; that at that tine, said 

leaders requested and were denied use of lavatories on Res~ondent's 
premises by said Ignatius Ralistreri; that at the same time, 
told said leaders of Zalistreri 

Corqlainant that they ". . . would never work in 
[aalistreri's Central Area III] as long as [they] vzorked for the City"; 
tAat Yorris was later informed that Ralistreri had been renrimanded by 
Respondent for havinc made the latter statement; that in Julv 1573 Kuchenreuther was driving a garbage route in 3alistreri's a& and iad 
occasion to encourage other drivers in that area to assert their riahts 
as ernsloyes under the Agreement in their dealings with Balistreri; &at 
on July 30, 1973, Xuchenreuther was driving a garbage route in Balistreri's 
area, Balistreri entered Kuchenreuther's truck and examined the tachograph 
(an automatic mechanical recording of the day's driving activity) over 
Xuchenreuther's objection: that thereupon, Xuchenreuther asserted that 
he intended to abandon his collection crew and immediatly drive his truck 
back to the garage; that in his reply, Balistreri stated, "I'll cret rid 
of you; I've had enough trouble in this area"; 
after, 

and that immediately there- 
Huchenreuther drove the truck to the garage without supervisory 

authorization. 

13. That in July, 1972, BIG Superintendent Al Dobrient issued a 
written reprimand to Kuchenreuther for conducting Union business during 
working hours in alleged violation of an express provision of the parties' 
agreement then in existence: that thereafter, Cobrient told Ruchenreuther 
that under his supervision, Kuchenreuther "won't get an ulcer, but I'll 
hurt you in your pocketbook"; and that shortly thereafter Xuchenreuther 
was assigned for several months to a Bureau of Forestry job which provided 
no regular overtime. 

14. That Complainant has not proven by a clear and satisfactory 
preponderance of the evidence that Respondent's decisions and actions 
which caused Ruchenreuther to lose overtime were, either in whole or in 
part, motivated by Kuchenreuther's activities on behalf of Complainant 
or by any other lawful concerted activities on Xuchenreuther's part. 

15. That Complainant has not proven by a clear and satisfactory 
preponderance of- the evidence that Respondent has, between May 17, 1973 
and July 2, 1974, issued to Kuchenreuther any oral or written warnings 
prompted by Xuchenreuther's lawful concerted activities on behalf of 
Complainant. 

On the basis of the foregoing Findings of Fact, the Commission issues 
the following 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAY 

1. That Respondent did not encourage or discourage membership in 
or lawful concerted activity on behalf of Complainant by discrimination in 
regard to hiring, tenure or other terms or conditions of employment and 
Resnondent did not discriminate against I?obert Huchenreuther because of 
hisAlawful, concerted activities and exercise of other rights protected 
under Section 111.70(2) of KERA 

a. when it precluded Robert Kuchenreuther from garbage truck 
driving assignments in certain Bureau of Sanitation areas and 
later from all garbage truck driving assignments in its 
Bureau of Sanitation and thereby caused Robert Kuchenreuther 
to lose overtime compensation he would otherwise have received; 
or 
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b. by issuing verbal or written reprimands to Pober Euchenreuther 
prompted by his lawful concerted activities on behalf of 
Complainant. 

2. That since the instant complaint was filed with the Commission 
on Xay 17, 1974, the conduct the Employer engaged in prior to Islay 17, 1973 
cannot be cited as a violation of PZEER~ for the reason that it falls beyond 
the one-year limitation period for prohibited practice complaints 
established in Section 111.07(14) of the Wisconsin Employment Peace Act 
as made applicable to municipal employment by Section 111.70(4)(b) of 
XEPsi. 

On the basis of the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of 
Law , the Commission issues the following 

ORDER 

That the complaint in the instant matter be, and the same hereby 
is, dismissed. 

Given under our hands and seal at the 
City of Kadison, Wisconsin this /J-% 
day of October, 1974. 

PZSCONSIN EEZLOYMENT RELATIONS CO~~DZSSIOJ 

; 
By .i ‘-‘-4 <Ly’..- , ---~-LLL_cs __* ‘cl 

----. 

Xorris Sl,avney,.;Chairman 
. 

., _! P‘ 
'. , 'k y I. Y-- \ ._- 

Zel‘S. 
.,., _ -Leq 

Rice II, Commissioner 

e- 
Howard S. Bellman, Corrmissioner 
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CITY OF XILi7AUKZE, CXLI, Decision Ilo. 13093 

XEP:O~RX?DUM ACCOMPAHYIfJG FINDINGS OF FACT, p 
COXCLUSIONS OF LAW ZiD O-WE2 

The instant complaint was filed on L":ay 17, 1974. In it, Com- 
plainant alleces that %sFondent has comritted and is committincr xo- 
hibited practices in violation of Section 111.70(3)(a)3 of ?EX\-in 
that: 

"5 . For at least the last two years and continuing to 
date Respondent has discriminated against Kobert Ruchenreuther 
because of his lawful, concerted activities and other rights 
protected under Section 111.70(2) by the following acts and 
conduct: 

(1) 'Slacklisting' _ or urohibiting him from working 
in four of the nine areas in the City 
his activities as a union officer; 

(2) Depriving him of the opportunity 
time through the conduct specified in 
above and other artifices: and 

by reason of 

to work over- 
paragraph (1) 

(3) Issuing verbal and written renrimands prompted by 
his lawful concerted activities on-behalf of the 
Union." 

Complainant requests that the Commission order ?.esFondent to cease 
and desist from discriminating against ?obert Kuchenreuther and others 
similarly situated and direct that he be made whole for all earnings 
lost as a result of the prohibited practices alleged in the complaint. 

Pursuant to notice, hearing was first held in the matter on June 26, 
1974. Respondent presented its answer in writing to Complainant and the 
Commission at the outset of the hearing. In its answer, the Xespondents 
deny committing the alleged prohibited practices, plead an affirmative 
defense noted below and request that the Commission dismiss the complaint. 
By way of an affirmative defense, Respondents clead that Complainant and 
sessondent are ;?arties to a collective bargaining agreement providing a 
grievance procedure culminating in final and binding arbitration of dis- 
sutes concerning its interpretation, application or enforcement and 
Droviding further that "the City and Union agree not to discriminate 
against an employe because of legitimate union activities." Iiespondents 
allege further that Kuchenreuther has the right to grieve the facts at 
issue herein under the Agreement ' . . . subject to all of its conditions 
. l . ' but has failed to do so. 

Zesnondent also orally presented a motion that the Commission not 
take jurisdiction of the subject matter of the complaint in view of the 
aforesaid Agreement provisions. 

At that point, a motion to intervene was orally made on behalf of 
Milwaukee District Council 48, ?U'SCMZ, AFL-CIO on the ground that the 
processing of a petition for election filed by said District Council was 
likely to be blocked by the pendency of the complaint despite the fact 
that the complaint was, in the District Council's view, frivolous. The 
motion to intervene was denied for the reasons that said District Council 
is not a party to the aforesaid Agreement or to the instant proceeding 
and that said District Council's views concerning the impropriety of the 
Commission's assertion of jurisdiction herein were identical with those 
of the Respondent. 
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Following oral arguments concerning Respondent's motion that the 
Commission not take jurisdiction of the com?iaint, ruling thereon was 
taken under advisement, and the parties presented their cases on the 
merits. 

A . Assertion of Jurisdiction 

In supgrt of ‘its affirmative defense and motion, Respondent argues 
that the Complainant has available to it the arbitration forum agreed upon 
between the parties as the forum for enforcement of the provisions of 
their Agreement; that since there is a nondiscrimination provision in 
their Agreement, the instant complaint amounts to a proceeding to enforce 
that Agreement provision; that in a contract enforcement proceeding before 
the Commission, exhaustion of available grievance-arbitration remedies is 
normally a prereguisite to Comznission assertion of jurisdiction and should 
be so herein; that, in any event, I1 . . . the Commission will normally 
defer to the grievance ant arbitration procedure, any arbitrable dispute 
over the enforcement of the -provisions of a collective bargainin:: aTree- 
iZ.Cxlt unless there is a sound lxlicy reason not to do so"; L/ and that 
tixre is nc siicb reason present herein. 

Corqlainant takes the position that agents of Respondent have 
invited Complainant's officers to take the instant matter up as a pro- 
hibited practice and that, therefore, P.espondent ought to be esto;?ped 
now from arguing other5:ise. Comolainant furtier asserts that Xuchenreuther 
ought not be directed to the grievance-arbitration process for relief 
lherein, since (1) the coqleint is, to a substantial extent, about 
7 -. eqondent's alleged retaliation against Xuchenreuther for his grievanc2 
processing activities and (2) I'. . . the matter to be litigated is on2 
going to statute,rl; rig'_its 2nC, the right of union representaiton . . . .I 

Z-t tile outsetc it must b2 noted that, contrary to Xspondent's 
assertion, the instant case is not on2 for contract enforcement; in that 
regard, it is unlike all of t-;?eT&mission cases cited in oral argument 
by7 Lespondent. d 2/ lor tile instant case involves only an allegation 
of ciiscriminati% - independent of contractual prohibitions - in violation 
of Section 111.7C(3)(e)S. Corqlainant i;as not sought Lerein an exercise 
of the Comikission~s contract enforce::erit autilority under Section 111.36 
(1) (f) of tie 'iiisconsin LmplOyLiient Peace Act (ITZA) or under Section 
111.70(3) (a)3 of i5ZA. 's'iias , those cases cited ;Sy Eespondent ar2 icz~~osite 
herein. Attention ought, instead, be turned to prior Commission cases such a 
;;il~ja~~ee L&s 3/ and Vrsata C/ Cerein the CoiXiission's jurisdiction over 
alregatlons of TraditionalFair labor practices (e.g., interference, 
discrisitination, unilateral cknges) was deferred in favor of arbitration 
of the dispute on the basis of parallel contractual prohibitions. 

In ):ilwaukee Elks, the Complainant pursued substantially similar 
remedies for the same employer conduct in boti a grievance-arbitration 
and a traditionai unfair labor practice forum. it sought the (ILien) 
Soarb s assistance by requesting not only that the ;?;m#oyer be ordered 
to honor its promise to arkitrate contractual disputes but also 'ci2.t 

- - 
Y Citing I-ilwnukee Soar< of School Pirectors, 12028 (S/74). 

Y zrotective i;r&r of 
i;U:s of +u-je L,aites States 02 :&ic,rica, 7 (~O/bb) . 

&/ l:il:;ati:ee Poarc of S&o01 Eirectors 19663-A (3/72). 
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the Loard hear and determine whether the employer conduct constituted 
unlawful tiiscrinination, unilateral change and interference. The 
Examiner ordered 5re Ll;ll?loyer to arbitrate tLe dispute but declined to 
assert jurisdiction over the traditional -unfair labor nractices alleged 
anti helc tiie latter issues in abeyance stiject to ZoarZ detetiination in 
tile event tiiat the eventuai arbitration 
u?on review, 

aclarcr 5ere found by the -oarci, 
to be repugnant to XSPA. In so doing, the Zxaminer issued 

tie Zollo?ring cictum: 

"It is not unusual for contracts providing for arbitration 
to also forbid conduct which is like%;ise proscribed by 'unfair 
labor practice' [or srohibitod practice] statutes. in fact, 
discrimination based upon union activity and unilateral 
eiisloyer action 
ilibited. 

are two types of COilCUCt often so doublL7 pro- 

There can be no doubt that this 3oard has the authority to 
make determinations and order relief in cases involving noncon- 
tractual unfair labor practices, even despite, contrary to, or 
concurrently with the arbitration of the same matters. The 
possibility of full relief through arbitration does not preclude 
this Zoard from fully adjudicating alleged noncontractual violations 
of the statutes which it enforces. 

Zowever, this Board may also exercise its'discretion and 
decline to determine alleged violations which can be submitted to, 
and materially resolved and remedied in an arbitration procedure. 
Such an exercise of discretion is in recognition of and consistent 
with the policies of this Board, the federal courts . . . and 
the Xational Labor Relations Board . . . which favors the settlement 
of disputes arising out of subsisting collective bargaining agree- 
ments by procedures voluntarily predetermined by the parties . . .' 

In Vrsata, the Complainant pursued substantially similar grievance- 
arbitratmd traditional prohibited practice remedies for facts, which, 
'f broven would have constituted interference in violation of Section 
L:70(3) ia)l. The Examiner in-that case refused to assert the Commission's 
jurisdiction pending an award review process identical to that called 
for in Xiltraukee ZUs. In so doing, the Zxa-miner found inapposite to that 
case (as we have hereinabove) reference to the etiaustion of remedies 
doctrine found in contract enforcement cases. Instead, he properly sought 
guidance from the Xilwaukee Elks case, emphasizing the principles set forth 
therein that the Commission has the authority to determine the traditional 
unfair labor practice (or prohibited practice) iss-ue and that the decision 
to assert or withhold jurisdiction with respect to said issue is discre- 
tionary. Then, noting tiat "[t]he Union has filed a grievmzc and has 
actively prosecuted that grievance through the grievance szccedure, 
implying by its actions that it regards the subject matter of z~f grievance 
as an issue within the scope of the collective bargaining agreement", the 
Vrsata Examiner found that "[t]he possibility of parallel proceedings 
in two separate forums on the same facts . . .;' made it ". . . appropriate 
in this case to defer to the settlement procedures contained in the con- ' 
tract, to permit the union those remedies without the need to make an 
election of the remedies available to it . . . ." 

In the instant case, however, unlike Milwaukee ELks, Vrsata and 
others, 4/ no parallel grievance-arbitration relief is being pursued 
by CompGinant. Lioreover , we take official notice of the fact that the 

/ In ililwaukee Eoard c 4 
2 

rf School Xrectors 11330-Z (G/73), the Commission 
deferred to arbitration allegations of unilateral changes (111.70[3] 
Eal 4) and of agreement violation (111,70[3][a]S). Complainant in 
that case, as in Vrsata and XLlwaukee Zlks, was pursuing a remedy for 
the same employer conduct in the grievance-arbitration forum. 
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pendency of the instant complaint proceeding presently blocks the pro- 
cessing of the petition of a rival union with respect to the bargaining 
unit presently represented by Complainant. g/ It is therefore important 
that the merits of the complaint be promptly determined in order to remove 
as quickly as possible the impediment to processing of said petition and 
to conduct an election that might be directed pursuant to said petition. 
To hold the instant matter in abeyance as was done in Xilwaukee Elks . 
and in Vrsata would very likely prolong the period during which said 
petition would be blocked by the pendency of the instant proceeding. 
For tie grievance procedure would need to be exhausted, arbitration 
requested, the matter presented, argued and perhaps briefed by the 
parties and determined by an arbitrator, and then (if the award were 
found, upon revieer, to be repugnant to iGIL&), reconsidered and rede- 
termined by the Commission, all before the Commission would process the 
election petition. To dismiss the complaint without prejudice to refiling 
following issuance of an arbitration award alleged to be repugnant to 
ii2732 would be an unacce$aLle alternative since tie possible taint on 
an election created by the prohibited Fractices alleged in the complaint 
-would not be resolved upon such a dismissal. 

For the foregoing reasons, the Commission has decided to exercise 
its discretion herein to assert jurisdiction over the allegations of 
discrimination herein and to determine same on the merits. 

%. Alleged Unlawful DiscriLnation 

Complainant alleged and proved that Kuchenreuther was precluded, to 
his detriment insofar as overtime opportunities are concerned - from 
driving garbage trucks in various Bureau of Sanitation areas and later 
in all aureau of Sanitation areas. Also alleged and proven was the 
fact that Cuchenreuther has been, for many years, and continues to be an 
officer in Complainant and an active individual in contract negotaitions 
and administration on behalf of Complainant. 

However, we find in the record no specific evidence that Kuchenreuther 
VTas issued any written warnings on or after Nay 17, 1973. Liritten 
warnings issued theretofore cannot, in and of themselves, constitute 
unlawful discrimination since such would have been issued beyond the 
one-year-from-date-of-filing limitation period established in Section 
111.07(14) of the Xisconsin Statutes. Insofar as any oral warnings 
Kuchenreuther may have received after Liay 17, 1973, are concerned, and 
insofar as the Respondent's reduction and eventful elimination of garbage 
truck driving assignments and attendant overtime for Auchenreuther, we 
find that, on balance, the Complainant has failed to prove, by a clear 
and satisfact0.q preponderance of the evidence, that huchenreuther's 
adverse treatment by Zespondent has arisen in -retaliation for lawful 
concerted activities on behalf of Complainant. 

Complainant, in its brief, notes that since January, 1972, many of 
the suDervisors involved in the decision to adversely treat Kuchenreuther 
have ihdicated by their statements and by the timing of their actions that 
they were punishing Xuchenreuther for his union activities. Specifically, 
the Union emphasizes the facts found in Findings nui;lbered 10-13, and 
notes that Xuchenreuther was, for the first time, banned from a Sanitation 
area shortly after Eobrient made the statement noted in Finding 13. 

riespondent, at the hearing, presented substantial evidence to ShOW 
that any warnings or reductions in garbage truck driving assignments 
arose iq7 reason of ZucLAenreuther's r.Gconduct as an enploye. Several 
supervisors described both their first-hand knowledge of KuchenreutL~er 

y That petition has been filed in Cite of Milwaukee, CXL, 17903, LL-1054. 

7 _ 
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as an employe who worked in their areas and their second-hand knowledge 
of complaints, received from collection crews or other supervisors about 
Xuchenreuther's performance on the job. 

For example, Frank Parker, Supervisor in Liorth Sanitation Area III, 
tastified that on sevzral occasions Xuchenreuther (1) had refused to 
eat at the restaurant designated by Zespondent for driver and crew to 
utilize; (2) recurrently failed, 
properly coAmplet2 

despite corrective instruction, to 

truck operation; 
Znvironmental Protection forms concerning his 6aily 

(3) removed driver instructions from truck cab contrarv 
to 3% rules; (4) interfered in discussions between Sanitation su7=ervision 
and collection crews; (5) was complained of by a crew as inattentive to the 
crew's activity, i.e., failing to properly coordinate truck mov2ments 
xth collector activity; and (6) appeared unable t.o respond constructively 
to corrective instructions from Sanitation supervisors. 

ignatius salistreri, Supervisor in Central Sanitation Area III, 
noted tie incidents relatad in Finding 12 and indicated that Zuc;lenreuther 
took a belligerent stance to:qard any criticism he receiveid from super- 
vision. 

:lhile Complainant i1a.S argued that Parker and Salistreri ilSVe 
indicated by certain 
activities, 

statements that they have a bias against union 
the testimony oc 

of Xalter Schumann, 
L said two supervisors is supported by that 

as to wiiom no such taint has been asserted. Schumann 
is Supervisor in Xorth Sanitation Area II in which Xuciienreuther drove 
at tii.:es in both 1973 and 1974. Schumann testified tilat xhen in his 
area, Luchenreuther repeatedly 
p;i th hi;;:. , 

filed incorrect or incomplete time sheets 
2ven tilough Schumann had attempted on a number of occasions to 

correct Luchenreuther's behavior in that regard. There also were dis- 
crepancies between overtime' claimed by Xuchenreuther and the reasons for 
k7hich it was clained on the one hand an d Schumann's view of the proper 
2xount of overtime allowable under the extant circumstances on tile 
otier. Gne of Sciiumann's most experienced and relitile crews, who had 
never complained about a driver before, complained that Zuchenreuther 
::as inattentive to their activities regarding Lis truck movement 
responsijilities. Sciiumann aiso found Xuchenreut;ner unalole to receive 
constructiv2 criticism; instead, Xuchenreuther seemed to Stilumann to 
consicer any correction by supervision of his job performance to be 
harassment. 

Tile record also indicates that XucLenreuther has been given at 
least limited notice of supervisory dissatisfaction with his worli, has 
proA.sed Kright that he would t&-y to iqrove, but has continue6 to be 
tie source of complaints about his job performance from those "using 
I>ureacs': to t:Lich ;le has been assigned. Zespondent aiso presented evidence 
est&lis;iing that it has consistently ;Ionorec2 Luchenreuther's requests 
for time off from xork (with agreed compensation) for Complainznt‘s 
contract negotiation neetinss Vith %spcndent, and his requests for 
time off without compensation for grievance meetings with LesponLent's 
representatives. Xespondent also showed that Luci;enrzuther i'LaS not been 
discriminated against tiitil respect to emergency salting and plowing over- 
time assignments. 

.T;le record does contain stveral threatening statements by super- 
visors and som2 suspiciously timed occurr2nces as reflected in t;le 
Tindings of Pact, all of >i;lich, taken together, creata sorile dotits 
wLet:ier Gucbenreuther's treatment Las arisen wholly on SEGunt of soor 
job perforiwice. On tie other hand, it appears tiat much of the conflict 
between Zuchenreuther and supervision arises not because of his 
exercise 0 f statutork rights, but because many of his "complaints 
about actions of the City': are complaints concerning legitimate 
corrective co&mments or actions taken by supervision in response to 
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perceived deficiencies in Xuchenreuther's joS perfomance. Eis union 
office anC his rights under Section 111.70(Z) of iZP& are not an absolute 
license for ICucLenreutiler to perfors his work in Ue aanner he alone 
deem appropriate and witilout-regard for Pespondent's 
supervisors. 

rules or its 

On valance , we coixlude that Coqlainant has not shown by the 
requisite clear and satisfactorv preponderance of the recorL evidence 
that ikspondent's adverse treatenent of Xutilenreuther o;as , in whole or 
part, i2otivated by anti-union wixus, or by an intent to punish Xuchen- 
reuther for his lal:Tful concerted activities on behalf of Complainant. 
Such a sho?kng is necessary for Conpiainant to prevail where, as here, 
t&e alleged violation is of Section 111.70(3) (a)3. g/ 

Zherefore, the coztplaint herein has been diszissed. 

Dated at ,";adison, i'isconsin this /s-y? day of October, 19 74. 

i., H. \ c--‘ 
:-<.;+ 21 

Zel S. P&ce II, Commissioner 

'S Ilov7arc . Ee 

6/ See, e.g., Citv of lYe?i iserlin 7293 (3/66); Greenfield School 
i?istrrct 20. 6, 61S5 (E/62> . 

I i ; 
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